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CABLE RAILINGS

Open up your view! Cable railing is attractive, strong, and virtually maintenance free. Better yet, cable 

doesn’t obstruct your view. The fittings are made of marine grade stainless steel so they can be used for

exterior decks or interior stairs. Our fittings are designed especially for railings. So, unlike other cable

fittings you may see, our fittings are sleek with no bulky clamps, rough edges or exposed cable ends.

Pictured here with Series 500 Cable, 4000 newel post and 6210 handrail.
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262 / 224 SERIES

Outside to outside post mount. Can be used on level runs or stairs. Simple

tensioning and low-profile end caps. Use Series 224 with our aluminum posts

500 SERIES

Inside to inside post mount. Use on stairs.

300 SERIES

Inside to inside post mount. Use on level runs.

102 SERIES

Outside to outside post mount. Budget friendly and

can be used on level runs or stairs. 

CABLEKITS
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Series 300 and 102 Cable with
4000 newel post and 6002 handrail. 
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Cable Braces Use a brace every 48”. Measures 3/4” x 3/4” x 42”. 

Level runs (Part#4213) Pre-drilled 3-1/8” on center.

Stair runs (Part#4200) Undrilled, includes angle bracket.

(Available in both Anodized or Black)

Note: Brace can also be an extra post or baluster.

CABLE ACCESSORIES

Cable Release (Part#3066)

Releases cable from locking fitting

before tensioning.

Post Protector (Part#3061)

Stainless Steel insert. Protects the 

post at areas where cable enters/

exits on an angle.

(Sold 4 per pack.)

Cleaner (Part#3067) Cleans and

protects from extreme conditions.

Cut-off Wheel (Part#3069) Cut cable 

flush with the ends of fittings. Ideal for 

the 102 and 262 kits

Cable Cutter (Part#3068)

For burr-free cutting of cable.

Stainless End Caps (Part#3063)

Use with the 102. Caps for stud end.

(Sold in packs of 10.)CABLE SWAGELESS

Simply cut the cable and insert into the fitting. Each system requires one tensioning end. Sold individually or 

in packs of 10. Cable available in 100 and 500 ft. spools.

Stair Tensioning End

(Part#3056)

Stair Non-Tensioning End 

(Part#3057)

Level Tensioning End (Part#3058)

Level Non-Tensioning End (Part#3059)

Note:

The 3057 and 3059 can also be paired with the

102 Series when you do not have access to the

back side of the termination post.
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ALUMINUM RAILING
Our posts are designed specifically for the 224 Series cable. The posts measure 2-3/8” and are available pre-drilled

or undrilled. Pre-drilled posts are drilled with 10 holes at 3-3/16” on center to schieve a 36” rail height. All post

kits include necessary bolt caps and washers. All drilled post kits include internal post reinforcements.

 BLACK

 ANODIZED
Pictured using intermediate post fitting (Item #0412)
and post cap (Item #0410).
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Surface Mount Post Kit
Predrilled End Post

Includes 5” base plate

(Part#362SE)
for 200/400 Series rail

(Part#366SE)
for 600 Series rail

Surface Mount Post Kit
Predrilled Intermediate Post

Includes 5” base plate

(Part#362SI)
for 200/400 Series rail

(Part#366SI)
for 600 Series rail

Surface Mount Posts

Fascia Mount Post Kit
Predrilled End Post

(Part#362FE)
for 200/400 Series rail

(Part#366FE)
for 600 Series rail

Fascia Mount Post Kit
Predrilled Intermediate Post

(Part#362FI)
for 200/400 Series rail

(Part#366FI)
for 600 Series rail

Fascia Mount Posts

Post Kit
Undrilled

(Part#426UN)
for use on stairs or

applications where rail
height is greater than 36”.

Undrilled Post

1.75

1.91
2.452.6875

0.6250

3.5

1.25

Series 200 Series 400

Series 600

(Part#01010 Infill) (Part#00110 Infill) (Part#00111 Infill)

Sold Separately: End caps and infills. 

RAIL PROFILES

POST KITS

Single Post Bracket
(Part#0415)

Double Corner Bracket
(Part#0416)

200 Series Rail Splices
Straight (Part#0115)

90 degree (Part#0116)
Stair (Part#0117)


